
The Key to Real-time
Visibility: Start-anywhere
Application Mapping
Achieve holistic visibility to enable data center 
transformation with BMC Helix Discovery
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Executive Summary

Higher levels of complexity, coexistence, and 
constant change in today’s digital enterprise make 
understanding business applications, services, and 
their underlying infrastructure nearly impossible 
using traditional discovery and mapping methods.

To manage complex business applications and 
digital services effectively, IT organizations need 
easy access to accurate service maps that provide 
an up-to-date view of the underlying infrastructure 
and its changing dependencies. Without this, they 
risk being overwhelmed by constant firefighting 
efforts to avoid IT problems that can lead to 
revenue loss, reduced profitability, brand damage, 
and unhappy customers going to the competition.

But most discovery solutions fail to meet these 
needs because they:

• Take a rigid top-down or bottom-up approach 
to scanning that typically results in incomplete 
maps

• Do not automatically capture comprehensive  
configuration data

• Leave large areas undiscovered because 
network, storage, application, and server admins 
are unable to choose their own entry points for 
mapping

Having access to rich discovery and relationship 
data enables organizations to be aware, secure, 
and agile. This allows organizations to make better 
decisions, prioritize and remediate vulnerabilities, 
and understand how IT costs impact the lines of 
business (LOB’s).
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Why most discovery solutions fail:

They take a rigid top-down or 
bottom-up approach to scanning that 
typically results in incomplete maps

They do not automatically
capture comprehensive

configuration data

They leave large areas undiscovered 
because network, storage, application,

and server admins are unable to choose 
their own entry points for mapping  
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Why It’s Crucial to Get Asset and 
Dependency Discovery Right 

 You only thought you knew your 
network. BMC Helix Discovery not only 
shows you the network you know: servers, 
network gear, even printers and storage. It 
also shows you your network’s secret life 
by mapping out communication patterns 
and groupings you never knew existed. 
These relationships can be invaluable in an 
operational environment for operational 
impact and configuration management.

- Ryan Johnston, Sr. SW Engineering Staff, Lockheed Martin

In the digital economy, companies can’t afford to 
allow IT problems to disrupt or degrade service, so 
they must be able to proactively identify potential 
points of failure, address problems quickly when 
they do arise, and align effort with business impact. 
For example, to optimally prioritize issues, IT needs 
to know their impact on specific applications and 
the business services they power. Similarly, before 
taking a server offline, IT needs to understand 

80% of unplanned outages 
are due to ill planned changes

which applications will be affected in order to 
avoid self-inflicted damage. IT must also prevent 
configuration errors—which is often more easily 
said than done, since 80 percent of unplanned 
outages are due to ill-planned changes.¹

To address these needs, IT needs complete, 
reliable visibility into the complex dependencies 
across assets and applications. Effective service 
mapping is critical to effective incident, change, 
and availability management and plays an 
important role in business continuity, data center 
transformation, planning, and compliance. But 
the complex and dynamic nature of the modern 
data center, combined with the norm of asset 
management across multiple business units, 
makes it extremely difficult to build and maintain 
service maps that provide a holistic view. Without 
a discovery solution that is designed to capture 
comprehensive configuration data, build complete 
service maps, and maintain the accuracy of 
those maps, the likelihood of failed data center 
projects, configuration errors, service outages, and 
performance degradation increases significantly.

1
  2015 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global Analysis. Ponemon Institute, May 2015



Most discovery solutions use a rigid and 
simplistic top-down or bottom-up approach, 
where mapping stops as soon as the tool meets 
something it does not recognize. This means that 
users must know and specify the “top” entry point 
for their application or service—often a URL that 
leads to either a load-balanced service or to a web 
server. The choice of what to scan is also driven 
top-down, and at each stage the tool decides what 
to scan based upon the dependencies it detected at 
the previous stage.

This rigid approach poses numerous problems, 
for example:

• The application or service entry point may 
not be obvious—in fact, there may be more 
than one. Application owners often start with the 
location where data is stored, which is closer to 
the bottom than the top.

Start-Anywhere Application 
Mapping—the Key to Complete 
Data Center Visibility

• A dependency between two assets can often 
only be seen from one end, so the tool will miss 
dependencies that are only visible from the 
bottom end—for example, a database that is also 
being used by a second application server.

• If parts of an application cannot be scanned due 
to lack of credentials, recognition or for other 
reasons, the scan will just stop there and 
remain incomplete, leaving out valuable 
information.
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BMC Helix Discovery takes a better approach with 
start-anywhere application mapping that is able to 
identify assets and their dependencies based on any 
piece of information about them. There are several 
advantages to being able to map an application or 
service from any starting point: 

• Users can begin mapping using whatever 
information they happen to know—a much 
more flexible, efficient experience.

• While it is inevitable that sometimes items will be 
missing from the discovery data due to factors 
such as lack of credentials, the start-anywhere 
approach means that all available information 
is mapped, on both sides of the missing item.

• The flexibility to start anywhere—whether at the 
top, bottom, or middle—and to start in more 
than one place to capture additional information 
provides the most efficient way to close the 
gap on incomplete mapping.

Application mapping studio leverages discovered relationships 
to quickly map infrastructure components to business services.

There are several ways to begin application 
mapping: 

• BMC Customer Success offers a service to help 
your team build a select number of application 
models.

• BMC Support Central has details on the Start-
Anywhere feature and how to use it.

• BMC Education Services has a course titled 
Advanced Application Mapping.

Start-Anywhere application mapping makes 
it possible to view the diverse and complex 
applications and services of your environment. No 
matter where your applications reside across the 
multi-cloud or data center, with the Start Anywhere 
feature you can discover them.

http://bmc.com/it-services/bmc-helix-services.html 
https://docs.bmc.com/docs/discovery/daas/start-anywhere-application-modeling-838556829.html
https://www.bmc.com/education/courses/discovery-11-application-modeling.html
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Benefits of Start-Anywhere 
with BMC Helix Discovery

1.  Speed and scalability
Virtual appliance clustering technology 
is exceptionally fast and easy to deploy 
and rapidly delivers frequent, up-to-date 
views of the data center, even for data 
centers with 100,000+ servers. 

2.  Comprehensive coverage

• Monthly content updates ensure rapid 
discovery of every data center 
component without doing extra work 
to create classifiers, probes, and 
sensors, as other solutions require.

Coverage includes 850+ software 
products, 2,500+ network devices, 25 
virtual and physical storage brands, and 
mainframe.

3.  Flexibility and efficiency

• Within three clicks, users can 
automatically generate rich, 
comprehensive maps of business 
applications, services, their underlying 
infrastructure, and dependency 
relationships, from any starting point.

BMC Helix Discovery offers three key strengths that other discovery tools can’t deliver:

Speed and scalability Comprehensive coverage Flexibility and efficiency
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BMC Helix Discovery provides the basis for building 
and maintaining application and service maps that 
unlock the value of service-aligned IT management. 
IT can make confident decisions and assessments in 
areas such as:

• Data center transformation and consolidation

• Responding to software license audits

• Decommissioning assets

• Identifying risk with security vulnerabilities

For over 10 years, BMC has empowered its 
customers with a fast, accurate, and reliable 
solution that delivers comprehensive, real-time 
visibility into business applications, services, 
infrastructure components, and the relationships 
between them, leveraging the broadest and most 
in-depth discovery expertise.

 The dependency mapping capabilities 
of BMC Helix Discovery show us how 
maintenance on one server might affect 
other servers. That visibility helps us handle 
maintenance within a very tight window so 
that critical systems are always available 
when our employees need them.

- Mike Hoover, Client/Server Dev Analyst, Windstream

BMC Helix Discovery offers three key strengths 
that other discovery tools can’t deliver:



Conclusion

Asset and dependency discovery is a critical 
capability for every digital business; comprehensive 
service mapping helps organizations to reduce 
errors that impact customer experience, align 
effort with business impact, and make informed 
strategic decisions about the IT environment. But 
most discovery solutions fail to deliver on promises 
of holistic visibility, relying on a rigid, top-down 
approach that is difficult to work with and leaves 
unacceptable gaps in application maps.

BMC Helix Discovery is designed to be highly 
scalable, flexible, fast, and easy to use, with a 
start-anywhere approach that provides a simple, 
reliable way to access critical information in real-
time. Regardless of how many business services 
need to be mapped, their complexity, or how 
frequently they change, BMC’s unique approach to 
service mapping is designed to help organizations 
of all types and sizes to prioritize issues and 
problem resolution based on business needs, avoid 
configuration errors, and proceed confidently with 
data center transformation initiatives.

For more information
To learn more about holistic, automated data 
center discovery and dependency mapping or to 
try it for yourself with a free download, please visit 
bmc.com/Discovery

What’s Next?
Find info on BMC Customer Success’ Application 
Mapping  packaged service to help you gain 
more insight into your applications and their 
dependencies by visiting bmc.com/it-services/bmc-
helix-services.html

BMC Helix Discovery Customer Results

 We have clear visibility into the 
services we deliver, the relationships of 
the services to the IT infrastructure, and 
the business impact of the services. With 
that visibility, we have been able to move 
forward toward our overall goal—being 
ready for the future.

- Wilfred Hoefakker, IT Service Manager, Wageningen 
University and Research Centre
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